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Academic title Prof. Dr. 

Name Mile 

Surname Dželalija 

Arriving from (town & country) Split, Croatia 

Information about the speaker 

(include professional experience 

in the HE field) 

Prof. Dr. Mile Dželalija is a professor of physics at 

the University of Split. 

Besides his research in higher energy physics and 

teaching activities, he has experienced very much 

also in education reform in Croatia and many other 

countries. 

He is a member or a leading person of different 

national and international committees in education 

and research sectors: leader of the Expert team for 

the Croatian Qualifications Framework 

development and implementation; president of the 

Management Board of the Croatian Agency for 

Science and Higher Education, president of the 

Steering Committee of the “Unity through 

Knowledge Fund”, a member of the EQF Advisory 

Group, a member of the National Correspondents 

for the QF-EHEA. 

He has coordinated and participated in a number of 

national and international projects. 

Presentation title Development and implementation of the Croatian 

Qualifications Framework / 

Razvoj i provedba Hrvatskoga kvalifikacijskog  

okvira 
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Short abstract 

* (include relation to the 

RESULTS/ACHIEVEMENTS 

bullet points of the seminar 

below) 

National qualifications frameworks in different 

countries vary in the extent to which they intend to 

describe or reform the existing national systems. 

The Croatian Qualifications Framework (CROQF), 

coordinating and integrating all relevant 

stakeholders, introducing clear learning outcomes, 

assessment criteria and quality assurance of all 

qualifications. The CROQF has been developed for 

a better communications between stakeholders, 

reflection of the existing and new qualifications and 

reform of the system in Croatia. The referencing of 

the CROQF to the EQF and self-certification to the 

QF-EHEA are integrated within one process 

building more transparency and quality. The basic 

elements of the CROQF will be presented, including 

understanding and implementation of learning 

outcomes and quality assurance system. The 

structure of the report and information on 

fulfilment to all EQF, QF-EHEA and quality 

assurance criteria and procedures will be also 

presented.  This includes cooperation between 

countries in the region and active involvement of 

international experts which brings additional 

transparency and quality in the referencing process, 

promoting trust towards EQF and QF-EHEA. 

Needed equipment Computer, beamer 

Language of presentation English (or Croatian) 

Remarks No 

 
*RESULTS/ACHIEVEMENTS: 

- understanding LO, 

- implementation of LO, 

- evaluation of study programmes with focus on LO, 

- presentation of changes of Recognition and Assessment of Education in the Republic Slovenia ( 

by ENIC-NARIC representatives) with a view to access to the labour market to all 

stakeholders, 

- presentation of procedures in other countries – examples of good practice. 


